AFCA SURVEY REGARDING AGENT OVERSIGHT

Due to the lack of oversight and lack of uniformity in state law from one state to another regarding the sports agents industry, the AFCA would like to submit recommendations to the Uniform Law Commission (aka ULC) to correct this. Some of these suggestions could be made in accordance with state law and others could be implemented unilaterally. All would be in concert with NCAA rules.

1. WOULD YOU SUPPORT A PLAN TO EXPAND [AND MIRROR] THE NCAA’S DEFINITION OF A SPORTS AGENT AND ADJUST THE SCOPE TO COVER EVOLVING PRACTICE?

   YES: _85%_   NO: _3%_   NO OPINION: _12%_

2. WOULD YOU SUPPORT THE CREATION OF A NATIONAL SPORTS AGENT REGISTRY TO BE OVERSEEN BY THE AFCA?

   YES: _89%_   NO: _5%_   NO OPINION: _6%_

3. WOULD YOU SUPPORT THE CREATION OF A PROFESSIONAL RECRUITING CALENDAR FOR SPORTS AGENTS WHEN RECRUITING COLLEGE PLAYERS … SIMILAR TO THE ONE COLLEGE COACHES ABIDE BY WHEN RECRUITING HIGH SCHOOL PLAYERS?

   YES: _86%_   NO: _8%_   NO OPINION: _6%_

4. SHOULD AGENTS BE REQUIRED TO NOTIFY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS PRIOR TO CONTACTING A STUDENT ATHLETE WITH ELIGIBILITY REMAINING?

   YES: _96%_   NO: _2%_   NO OPINION: _2%_

5. SHOULD AGENTS BE PROHIBITED FROM REPRESENTATING BOTH STUDENT-ATHLETES AND COACHES FROM THE SAME INSTITUTION?

   YES: _34%_   NO: _39%_   NO OPINION: _27%_

6. SHOULD POST SEASON ALL-STAR BOWLS BE ALLOWED TO HAVE STUDENT-ATHLETES PARTICIPATE IF THEY STILL HAVE REMAINING ELIGIBILITY?

   YES: _17%_   NO: _78%_   NO OPINION: _5%_

7. WOULD YOU (OR YOUR DFO) BE WILLING TO SERVE ON AN AFCA ADVISORY BOARD TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SPORTS AGENT OVERSIGHT?

   YES: _55%_   NO: _24%_   NO OPINION: _21%_

8. DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS REGARDING WHAT OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE LAW SHOULD BE CHANGED OR ADDED THAT WOULD CLARIFY ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY OR MAKE THE LAW MORE LIKELY TO BE ENFORCED BY STATE REGULATORS?

   YES: _17%_   NO: _55%_   NO OPINION: _27%_

SPECIFICALLY:

______________________________________________________________

FAX BACK TO: 541-346-5033
SCHOOL: ______________________